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from the editor
Dear Reader,
Here in the North days are getting shorter and winter is

and will continue to talk about going forward. The reason is

approaching rapidly with all that comes with it: snow, cold,

simple: sustainability is crucial to all of us since it encompasses

darkness etc. – all that gives us a good reason to stay indoors

a larger responsibility for the environments we are active in –

with something good to read. We hope Pulp Direct will make

including the financial, social and environmental responsibilities

your shortlist!

that constitute a whole. In practice, for us this means that
wherever we operate we strive for profitable business and take

The focus of this issue is Uruguay and some of the activities we

care of people and nature in a way that enables safe and

are involved in over there. Besides reading about it, you can

sustainable operations in the long-term.

also visit the websites www.upmpulpmill.com and www.
upmplantationlife.com to learn more and meet some of my

We can succeed and become better in what we do by working

colleagues.

together with you - our customers - and other important partners.
In this issue you will find concrete examples of how we do this

UPM’s commitment to sustainable development is a topic we

in Uruguay. The topic is central to us and we will be reverting to

revert to in this issue, reporting among other things that we

it in future issues, as well as in direct dialogues with you.

maintained our position in the Dow Jones sustainability index,
Tomas Wiklund
tomas.wiklund@upm.com
+358 40 163 9930
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DEEDS

– not just words
The raw material of UPM Euca pulp is

Interview with Javier Solari

How do you adapt to nature?

Eucalyptus grown on the plantations in

Vice President of UPM’s Plantations

“The condition of the soil, the amount

Uruguay. Since 1990 UPM Forestal

operations

and pattern of rainfall, the length of dry

Eucalyptus in the rural areas of the

We talked with Javier Solari about UPM’s

ditions, and we have to adapt our prac-

country. Roughly 70% of the Fray Bentos

plantation operations in Uruguay, the

tices accordingly. We need to under-

pulp mill’s wood supply comes from

source of high quality raw material for

stand biology and the climate.”

UPM’s own plantations and the rest is

UPM Euca.

seasons - nature affects the growing con-

Oriental has developed and grown

sourced from private land owners.

What is the basis of sustainability in the
plantation operations?
“It isn’t enough to include sustainability
in your mission statement and to hang it
on a wall, you really have to believe in
it. It must become an integral part of the
business, strategy, annual plans, and
most importantly sustainability has to be
part of your culture. Your principles and
values form a solid foundation. In UPM it
is all about trust and being trusted –
achieving together and renewing with
courage. These are perfect values for
creating a great working environment
and long-term relationships.
You have to have a solid strategy in
order to be sustainable in the long run.
Plantation rotations last about 10 years,
and competitive production and sourcing
plans must be laid as much as 20 to 30
years ahead. Environmental
responsibility, efficient operations, and
cooperation with communities are the
pillars of this strategy. We are always
learning and openly discussing new
ideas, and benchmarking other
companies globally.”

How do you take into consideration the
communities where you operate?
“Every community has special needs that
affect our operations. An affluent community demands highly qualified jobs,
whereas a developing one may be mostly interested in fulfilling basic needs and
creating ordinary jobs. It is common to
find both situations in the same region,
and plantation operations have to adapt
to both kinds of structures.”
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What does being an active member of the

to satisfy the demands of responsible customers.

community mean?

When developing our pulps, we are driven by the

“Positive social connections with the communities

future needs of papermakers, even decades ahead.

where we operate are at the core of practical sus-

And how do we know what their future needs will

tainability. We create jobs, and we do so much

be? We are always in close contact with our end-

more. For example, through the UPM Foundation

customers. Plantations are involved in many fields of

we seek new ways to cooperate with local people

research and learning: fibre improvement, efficient

and organisations – by providing seed capital, or

operations, community development, renewable and

by using our extensive network to offer assistance.

highly productive resources, climate change, etc.

We push communities to take ownership of their
destinies, but we also offer help. This is our way of

At the UPM Plantation Forestry Academy we have

creating trust and a sense of unity in practice.

created a centralised knowledge base. We gather

Through deeds, not just words.”

insights, findings, successes, and, most importantly,
mistakes. Good ones. We acknowledge our own

What are some of these practical deeds?

human nature and aim to see each mistake as an

“People have to be educated to share and under-

investment by analysing it carefully and sharing the

stand the principles of sustainability. But what

findings. A good mistake in this case is worth a lot

makes this easy is that it all makes sense. Safety is

– it prevents others from making the same one, and

one part of the community cooperation. To us safety can lead us to improve our processes.
means taking care of not only our workers but also
of the safety of the surrounding community.

We build trust and want to be trusted. We all make
mistakes sometimes – but we learn from them, dis-

We are a modern company; we can safely say that

cuss them, and know better than to repeat them. But

most other companies do not invest in the future as

despite our achievements, we remain humble when

much as we do. It makes sense to think that the land facing the future. We truly believe in sustainability
must be able to provide a living for us, for the peo-

and have made it a part of everyone’s daily lives

ple living nearby, and for the generations to come.

and decision-making.”

We do not produce fibre by exploiting natural
resources in a short sighted way.
I also believe that stakeholders should appreciate
the difference between companies who take sustainability seriously and those who are solely
focused on short-term profit.”
How do you plan for the future?
“Continuous creation of knowledge is part of sustainability. UPM creates knowledge in the industry

•
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UPM Euca

provides required end product
characteristics sustainably
Interview with Ines Eluen,

our safety standards are very high, and the entire

Senior Customer Service and R&D Engineer at

process is controlled.”

UPM’s Uruguay Paper & Forest Products
High requirements
Ines Eluen’s work at the Fray Bentos mill is multifac-

“99,7% of our production is prime quality, thanks to

eted. Analysing feedback, visiting customers, and

very strict targets. Our advanced process ensures

discussing ways to improve pulp performance to suit that the pulp is sustainable from all points of view.
the exact requirements of end-use applications,

Environmental performance is more and more

while making sure this is done sustainably now and

important to our customers, and we also consider

in the future are all part of a day’s work.

their requirements in the long-term. Own plantations
enable us to fine tune raw materials to best suit our

“Since UPM began to concentrate on market pulp,

customers’ requirements for papermaking

our customer service network’s presence has been

properties.”

expanded to all the main markets. Together with this
global customer service team we develop new ways

Continuous development with customers

to use pulp and advice customers on how they can

“Our secret is very close customer cooperation.

get the best possible performance out of it.

Open discussion and listening to the wishes regarding the future of pulp quality allows us to help drive

Our new research laboratory at the Fray Bentos mill

the development of future papers. Customer feed-

supports UPM Forestal Oriental’s future pulp grade

back is discussed at morning meetings to ensure

development by selecting the best raw material

continuous development.

fibres for our next generation pulps. Eucalyptus samples are evaluated from the point of view of paper-

Combining customer requirements and pulp mill

making, as well as of the pulp mill. We grow mainly process stability needs in an optimal way is always
two species on our plantations. Euca grandis pro-

a challenge. For example, the main requirement for

vides fast beatability, good tensile strength, excel-

most end-uses is bulk, and, on the other hand, tissue

lent optical properties and formation. Euca dunnii

pulp must be soft. Matching fibre characteristics

provides high bulk and internal strength.”

and our process with these requirements is not that
easy! Also, production teams focus on the cost effi-

Quality based on stability

ciency of a paper mill, while product development

“Customer requirements are the driver for our pulp

teams look for more and more performance from

development. These requirements are then realised

the technical characteristics.”

by one of the most modern pulp mills in the world.
Our pulping process suits the raw material and

Own nurseries help grow end product performance

allows us to produce high brightness, high cleanli-

“With our integrated research and development

ness pulp that meets even the strictest demands.

operations, UPM’s own nurseries enable us to create special fibre characteristics from the very root of

One of the most important aspects of a good pulp is the product development process. The resulting
quality stability – the pulp must always perform con-

fibre features and fibre mix are the answer to our

sistently in the customer’s process. We concentrate

pre-defined product, application, and process tar-

on producing only one high-quality Eucalyptus

gets. The unique fibre mix brings advantages to the

grade that suits all applications. When the mill runs

customer by offering better process performance

stably, it also creates excellent quality stability. Also,

and end product characteristics.”•

Conservation
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is forever

Interview with Aves Uruguay’s

UPM is working with Uruguay’s main

future, we have a four-year area expan-

Agustin Carriquiry

bird conservation organization NGO

sion program to protect the Capuchinos.

Aves Uruguay to help improve the habi-

A conservation program must have a long

tat of the Chestnut Seedeater (Sporohila

time vision. It really is forever.”

cinnamomea), also known as Capuchino
de boina gris – a small migratory bird

UPM Forestal Oriental manages land as

native to South America, and once com-

Eucalyptus plantations in Uruguay, and

mon in the grassland areas. The project

more than 20% of it is covered by grass-

was started less than two years ago, and

lands where local farmers produce meat.

it is already producing positive results.
UPM’s biodiversity programme in

A challenge for conservation

Eucalyptus plantations: Managing

Agustin Carriquiry explains: “Grasslands

native grasslands helps the conservation

cover 50% of Uruguay, and they are

of Capuchino birds

largely designated to cattle grazing.
Most of the tall grass has disappeared

The Capuchino Conservation Project in

after 500 years of cattle grazing. Now

Paysandú, Uruguay, is part of UPM’s

mainly short grasslands exist, making life

global Biodiversity Programme. It aims

almost impossible for birds that require

to maintain and increase biodiversity in

tall grasslands for nesting and feeding,

the areas under UPM’s management,

such as the small Capuchino. This pres-

The aim of the conservation project is to

and to promote sustainable forest man-

ents a challenge for conservation. “

increase the bird populations, particularly
the Capuchino, by steering the traditional

agement practices.
“Together with UPM we are setting apart

grassland management away from graz-

some areas where cows are not allowed

ing in two forest farms located in one of

in order to let grass grow naturally. This

the Uruguayan Important Bird Areas by

has made it possible for Capuchinos to

BirdLife International.

return. After only one year, we have
found new Capuchinos – a male and a

Increasing areas of long grasses creates

female bird and one juvenile. Clearly,

a more varied grassland landscape. This

they are reproducing in the area.”

allows birds to feed and nest in taller,
mature grasses and helps establish sus-

“The Capuchino is a small bird that feeds tainable populations of Capuchino and
on seeds. They move to Uruguay form

other grassland birds.

Central Brazil in October and fly back
again in March. They come when there

Cooperation with farmers

are seeds to eat. Besides the disappear-

Agustin concludes, “The conservation of

ing tall grass, another threat to the birds

Capuchinos does not mean that cattle

is people catching them as cage birds

grazing should be banned, but careful

because they are colourful and sing nice-

management and planning must be

ly. This is illegal, of course, but law

encouraged. In the near future, the pro-

enforcement is unable to prevent it.”

ject will be expanded to involve more
local farmers and cattle owners to further

Promising results

increase the benefits. Creating a favoura-

“We are very happy with the results of

ble habitat will also benefit other bird

the project after just one year. The

species, multiplying the positive effects.” •

adopted measures are correct. As for the
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UPM Foundation
involved in communities

Training makes its way to
the heart of Uruguay

A high achiever reaching for
his goals

Education continuity for 35 rural teenagers from

“With the UPM Foundation scholarship, I finally

Tacuarembó.

have the chance to obtain a university education
and professional training.”

In Uruguay the UPM Foundation works together
with non-profit social organisations to promote sus-

Ángel Montañez, age 18 – from Nuevo Berlín, Río

tainable long-term development of rural communi-

Negro, Uruguay – graduated from High School with

ties. The focus is on improving the quality of life and

high degrees. In 2011 his high school distinguished

well-being by creating practical opportunities for

him for his educational excellence. Ángel is currently

education, entrepreneurship, employability, healthy

in his first year of a Chemical Technician’s degree in

living, and recreation.Since 2006, the Foundation’s

the Vocational School of Paysandú.

activities have reached more than 36,000 people
in 83 communities.

Àngel tells: “Chemistry Technician is a profession I
have had in mind since I was a fourth grader in sec-

A good example is a youth training programme in

ondary school. In 2010 the idea became stronger

the small rural locality of Clara in Tacuarembó,

when I visited the UPM mill through a “Partners for a

central Uruguay.

Day” project. I spent an entire day with a UPM professional at his job. Early in my high school days, I
started to enjoy laboratory work and everything
related to it.
I found out about the UPM Foundation scholarship
through the local media and my teachers encouraged me to apply. My parents thought getting the
scholarship was possible as our economic situation

Before, continuing studies after primary school was

was not very strong and I had good grades.

impossible in the remote and sparsely populated
location. Now, a specially adapted program ena-

When I got the news of the scholarship, I remember

bles young people to attend middle school (Junior

big smiles and a huge sense of relief and peace,

High) and complete technical vocational training. It

because I finally knew I had the chance to get a uni-

is the first Basic Vocational Training program (BVT)

versity education and professional training. I feel

adapted to a rural environment from Uruguay’s

proud of and admire my father, because he gave

Vocational University (UTU). Students can choose

me the opportunity to study and has always shown

classes ranging from Spanish to math, computer sci-

he trusts me and has faith in me.

ence, and carpentry workshops. After the threeyear course they can obtain a certificate equivalent

It was a very important accomplishment, one that I

to a high school diploma and have newly acquired

will have to value and live up to. The UPM

skills they can use in their community to help build a

Foundation’s scholarship was the only opportunity I

living, sustainable countryside. This programme was had to begin my degree this year. When you have a
created thanks to an agreement signed between

degree things change, because you can bring your

UPM Foundation, the Technical Professional

capacity and accomplishments to bear, and you can

Education Council (CETP) - UTU, the Pre- School

get compensated accordingly.”

and Primary Education Council, the Municipal
Government of Tacuarembó.

News PIECES
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UPM renews its world-class position
in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index
UPM has been named among the world’s sustainability

UPM Biofibril technology is
going commercial

2013-2014. The company has also been assessed as the

UPM and Ashland Inc. have agreed to develop and

Paper and Forest Products sector with top scores. The

commercialise new high-performance polymer prod-

DJSI follows a best-in-class approach, recognising com-

ucts by combining UPM’s Biofibrils technology and

panies across all industries that outperform their peers in

Ashland’s application expertise.

sustainability metrics.

UPM Biofibrils are micro- and nanofibrillated cellulose

“We are pleased that our work on corporate responsibil-

products that help create fibre based materials with

ity has again been recognised. The foundation for cor-

new exciting characteristics. The wide range of appli-

porate responsibility at UPM is the Biofore strategy.

cations include coatings and construction materials to

Innovation is the key in developing resource-efficient

home and car care products as well as energy drilling

solutions”, says Jussi Pesonen, CEO, UPM.

leaders and retained its position in both the Dow Jones
European and World Sustainability Indices (DJSI) for
industry leader in environmental sustainability within the

applications.
The assessment is based on a rigorous analysis of ecoUPM’s biofibril R&D, large patent portfolio as well as

nomic, environmental and social performance of the

production experience together with Ashland’s own

world’s leading companies, assessing issues covering cli-

research and patents will deliver new value-added per-

mate change strategies, supply chain standards, labour

formance to customers.

practices, corporate governance and risk management.

Plant a tree with us – we do
that 50 million times a year

May 22 is the UN’s International Day for Biological
Diversity – and also UPM’s traditional Plant-a-Tree Day
for our stakeholders and friends all around the world.
We want people from different walks of life to get
acquainted with the forest and understand the importance of trees. And giving a go at tree planting by
themselves, of course.
In Helsinki, forestry students distributed UPM spruce
seedlings to remind passers-by of the long time span
of sustainable forestry and the central importance of
forest regeneration in responsible forest management.

Paolo Sergi
UPM’s new
Pulp Sales Manager
for Europe

Paolo Sergi has joined UPM Pulp as Sales Manager
Europe. He has a long experience in sales and
marketing, most recently with one of Europe’s biggest
tissue producers.

TONNES
OF TRUST
by UPM Pulp

Why sustainability means
better business.
When a company runs its business by sustainable principles, it is a partner you can trust to
grow together with.
Overall sustainability is based on healthy finance, good management and reliability.
At UPM, we provide you with the pulp you want and when you want it. And with a
sustainable peace of mind provided by the member of Dow Jones Sustainability Indeces.

UPM Pulp, Sales and Marketing
Eteläesplanadi 2
PO BOX 380
00101 Helsinki, FINLAND
tel. +358 2041 5111
fax +358 2041 5110
pulp@upm.com
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For more information, please visit www.upm.com/pulp

